**Virginia**

Virginia Cecchini - R.A., Amy Wingard - T.A.,
Amanda Chapman, Keaton Clark, Stacey Cochiara,
Priya Dedhia, Elizabeth Hoffman, Rachel Kuzio,
Elizabeth Parker, Elaina Rodriguez, Emily Schaubly, Rose Sly,
Meghan Teague, Mary Ann Willett.

**Most Unlikely**

- **Elizabeth** - Most likely to suffer a horrible roller-coaster accident.
- **Amanda** - Keenest fashion model.
- **Keaton** - Most likely to buy a home, business or land.
- **Stacey** - Most likely to become a lawyer.
- **Stacey** - Most likely to do hair or make-up for the Senior Charm Queen.
- **Meghan** - Most likely to become a nurse.
- **Elizabeth** - Most likely to set the record for most calming lotion used in 1 year.
- **Keaton** - Bored at a McDonalds.
- **Keaton** - Likely to be a make-up artist.
- **Keaton** - Likely to be a late-night movie director.
- **Elizabeth** - Likely to work for the Hallmark company.
- **Eliana** - Likely to plan your birthday downtown.
- **Amber** - Likely to go to a college.
- **Amber** - Likely to work for the Hallmark company.
- **Elizabeth** - Likely to plan your birthday downtown.
- **Elizabeth** - Likely to work for the Hallmark company.
GRUNGE BOYS

EMMY


BRENT


THE SNOOZE BUTTON WOOERS

Most Likely To...

Emmy's been a genius and would love to be known for the amount of beautiful music she has created.

Brent: most likely to become the poster boy for General Lee.

Dahlias: most likely to get a sugar high from the sweetness in her own breath.

Dawson: most likely to be nominated as Shakespeare himself.

Swapna: most likely to walk cross-country while carrying her catheter.

Eric: most likely to use the Giant condom.

Avery: most likely to get lost in all the noise in her room.

Courtney: most likely to become the CEO of the first fab You Save Only.

Dana: most likely to surprise.

Shaina's massive; she's likely to be found sleeping under an overpass.

CRAZY EIGHTS

SUSAN

组织的混乱

LARRION
LES NONAMÉES

KRISti

JENNY
REBELS WITHOUT A CLOCK

Meet: Lila

To:

- Be around for anything with a purpose.
- Be kind, interested, and understanding.
- Be yourself.
- Be fun.
- Be a good friend.
- Be open to new experiences.
- Be a good listener.
- Be a good communicator.
- Be a good leader.
- Be a good follower.
- Be a good student.
- Be a good citizen.
- Be a good friend.
- Be a good neighbor.
- Be a good family member.
- Be a good mentor.
- Be a good role model.
- Be a good example.
- Be a good person.

KATIE


EARL

TRAVIS' 14
HYFRECTATING
MODULES OF
RAGE & CO.

TRAVIS
Travis Massey-R.A., Jerry Spencer-T.A., Kiran Chennupati,
Kevin Cohen, David Duke, Brian Elbert, Andrew Golilwass, Andrew
Gooch, Maurice James, Matt Lipsey, Matt Mallo, Matt Mitchell,
Devash Pandya, David Willerton.

POSEIDON'S NYMPHS

COURTNEY
Courtney Meyer-R.A., Bennie Bahr-R.A., Whitney Allen,
Jessica Cantavo, Caroline Caperton, Trina Dasgupta, Amiee Dave,
Cherie Guerino, Melissa Henry, Anya Kamenetz, Rebecca Levy,
Celia Mbangha.
Hangloose

Erica Bock - to be a teenager in high school.
Allison Bash - to be someone I can respect.
Lynn Allen - to understand my world.
Drew Craig - to be an actor.
Valerie Johnson - to be 'cool'.
Kathy Napoleon - to dress up in a mother costume.

Best friends forever - to be left behind.

Rebecca Ravel - to be a nurse.
Mia Dean - to get married.

I would like...

To have the courage to be brave.
To be a part of this group.
To always be a part of it.
To get married.

Hangloose to be the best it can be.


Omnia Non Imaginari

THE 14 REASONS WHY ADVANCE IS WORTHWHILE

JENNIFER


GARRICK

MIKE


CHRIS

"CAKE FIGHT!"
"PIZZA'S HERE!"

THE DEADHEADS
THE TROUBLESOME FLOWER-POWER GIRLS!

Jessica Burns - Head, mi-comrup-tor (Rain, deret?)
Sarah Caldwell - Bath baby!
Angela Beaulac - Most likely to have people jumping on her legs
Dana Baker - Least likely to be an armor-piercing (!)
Kathryn Race - Our favorite friend!
Jenny Scher - Hug not, let down your long hair!
Kate Fargues - Most likely to spend in her maid!
Sondra Siller - Sunflower - said junkie!
Sam Krupsky - Most likely to become a nun!
Rebekah Conover - Our laughter will echo forever!

Say - "Let me be your Spanish!"

Hilary Gordon - Most likely to crock, cars willugh
Rebekah (becky) most likely to die in a car

BECKY


standing: Kaveh Maghsoudi, Mike Gudry, Maggie Bailly, Katherine Easterling, Amy Wingard, Jason Cuthriss, Jennifer Loflin, Stephanie Shenk, Bennie Bahm, Jim David, Sam McClure, Jason Foote, Sean Schneyer, and Darin Magee.
MIA: Alex Tsai, Yohance Branch, and Jerry Spencer.
The ADVANCE Program would like to thank the following:

THE STATE BOARD OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION FROM THE LOUISIANA QUALITY EDUCATION SUPPORT FUND—8(G)

THE BRUCE J. HEIM FOUNDATION

MARY FREEMAN WISDOM FOUNDATION

NORTHEASTERN STATE UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

THE BURROUGHS-WELLCOME FUND

HERITAGE BANK OF NATCHITOCHES

CENTRAL LOUISIANA ELECTRIC COMPANY, INCORPORATED

THE ROSARYM FOUNDATION

SPONSORS